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Company D Miniatures
Web: Companyd.co.uk • Email: companydminis@aol.com

28mm AMERICAN CIVIL WAR BORDER WAR
ACW01
ACW02
ACW03
ACW04
ACW05
ACW06
ACW07
ACW08
ACW09

Mounted guerrilla band 1
Missouri state militia troopers
Cherokee mounted rifles
guerrillas on foot
Guerrilla mounted command
Federal mounted command
Federal Infantry command
12lb Napoleon with crew
Federal/ Missouri State Militia
infantry

£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£15.00
£12.50
£12.50
£12.50
£10.00
£15.00

ACW10
ACW11
ACW12
ACW13
ACW14

Dismounted Missouri State
Militia troopers
Confederate Bushwhackers
and sniper set
Lawrence Raiders
Guerrilla horse holder
Federal horse holder
More releases soon!

Company D Miniatures are now available from Helion’s stand at
wargame shows, and from our retail premises in Warwick

£12.50
£15.00
£15.00
£4.00
£4.00

Dear Reader,
Welcome to the Spring 2018 edition of Military Book News. A new
year means a new host of publications and we start to plan our
attendance on the show circuit for the season. This edition covers
a wide variety of themes and topics. Tom Cooper Helion’s modern
conflict specialist, looks at our ‘@War’ series and what interests
him in modern conflict. Peter Dennis keeps us updated with all
the latest developments in the world of paper soldiers and we get
chance to see what free sheet he is giving away with this edition
too. Author Quintin Barry talks about his two latest publications
projects and what drives him to write.
Helion will be running three conferences this year. The first
will be the ‘Reason to Revolution’ 18th Century military history
conference. This event takes place at York Army Museum on
Sunday April 29. Dr Andrew Bamford, the series editor for Reason
to Revolution, gives us the run down on his first conference.
Our second conference of the year, ‘Warfare in the Victorian
Age’, is organised by Dr. Chris Brice and will take place at the ‘Y’
Theatre Leicester on Saturday 15 September. Chris has organised
two fantastic panels of experts to talk on a variety of subjects.
Our third and final conference will take place at the Royal
Armouries on Saturday 22 September. The event organised by the
‘Century of the Soldier 1618-1721’ book series will examine the
Thirty Years War and its impact on British military organisation and
operations between 1638-1660.
Ian Dicker, a TV cameraman who covers most of the big
sporting events that you are likely to watch talks about his other
passion, the research and tailoring of clothing from the mid17th century. In show news, we are proud to announce that we
shall be the show agents for Warfare Miniatures. Warfare, owned,
developed and managed by Barry Hilton, specialises in 28mm
wargames figures that will eventually cover the conflicts of the
mid to late 17th century and those of the early 18th century. Barry
writes about his passion for the period and his ideas to expand
the range. Breaking news… as this edition of Military Book News
goes to press, I can announce that we shall also be show stockists
for Company D Miniatures and Boot Hill Miniatures. Company D
concentrate on the American Civil War, whilst Boot Hill Miniatures
focus on the Texan War of Independence and Mexican-themed
figures of the 1830s and 1840s. We are, of course, also selling
Bicorne’s extensive and finely sculpted 28mm English Civil War
figure range too.
Finally, we have our usual catalogue of new publications to
browse over too.
Thanks for reading, if you want to let me know what kind of
features you would like to see in Military Book News, please get in
touch.
Charles Singleton
Editor
Email charlesjsingleton@yahoo.co.uk
This edition’s front cover is taken from Bruno Mugnai’s
forthcoming book ‘The Crete War’, to be published in the autumn.
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Bicorne Miniatures
for quality metal miniatures
including the
CONNOISSEUR Range

Contact us on : sales@bicorne.net

WWW.BICORNE.NET

One of the most complete ranges of 28mm
English Civil War available, including:
Foot
Horse
Dragoons, foot and mounted
Scots & Irish, including Covenanters, Highlanders
Artillery, guns, equipment, accessories
Personality figures

Bicorne Miniatures’ 28mm English Civil War range is
now available from Helion’s stand at wargame shows,
and from our retail premises in Warwick.
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Helion’s @War Series
by Tom Cooper
I started researching and writing about modern wars
– those fought since 1945 – over 30 years ago. As a
youngster, I was as fascinated as overwhelmed with all
the reporting about ongoing military conflicts around
the globe and gulping down every bit and piece of
news about them. Over time, I realised one thing: no
matter how talented, most writers of these reports
were never given the opportunity to present the
entire story of any war in a coherent, chronological
order that would be easy to understand – not only
the reasons for wars, but also their stories. Millions
of details and related experiences have remained
unknown until now.
Whilst unfortunate, this situation had a positive
effect. I began not only collecting, but also analysing
reports on specific conflicts, searching for and reading
dozens of related books and articles. I began learning,
getting my head around the topic in question,
connecting the dots and trying to understand
what really went on. Then I began drawing my own
conclusions, writing and finally publishing. Some 30
books and over 1,000 articles later, I still do not think
of myself as a ‘writer’: I consider myself an ‘analyst’.
Most modern wars are very complex and last for
years (if not longer). The majority are fought in corners
of the world likely to appear ‘unimportant’ at first
glance. Consequently, there appears to be very little
public interest in such topics. Indeed, most publishers
insist that ‘small wars do not matter’ and that nobody
is curious enough to read about them. Because of this,
and for most of the last 30 years, there has been very
little opportunity to publish such related topics.
Years later, I found out I was not alone in this
experience. Five years ago I discovered Helion’s
‘Africa@War’ book series. Thanks to a team that was
interested in hearing about new ideas for stories, and
always constructive in its approach to related topics,
a wonderful opportunity to write and publish about
little-known topics emerged.
Books from Helion’s @War series often appear
rather ‘small’, certainly ‘thin’ at first glance. However, I
find their format ideal. It is large enough to tell the full
story, including all the necessary details to help the
readers understand the whys, hows, whens, wheres,
and whoms.
They remain small enough to be read in a
single afternoon and evening. Indeed, they remain
clear enough to be used as a single-source point of
reference for years to come.

No matter how small, all wars matter a lot – even
more so in these times of so-called ‘globalisation’. They
are fought for reasons that matter so much that many
of their participants are ready to sacrifice everything
to fight them.
Consequently, the amount of research invested
into every volume of the @War series is immense. All
these books are based on years – often decades – of
research: on authors working through extensive
archives, searching for and finding participants and
eyewitnesses, interviewing them and recording their
recollections, and reading dozens of other books
and articles. The results of this kind of approach are
volumes offering in-depth insights into the military
capabilities and intentions of involved parties, their
strategies, tactics, and lessons learned.
Volumes from the @War series are also large
enough to put the military history within its political
and social context. Because of this, they help the
reader understand what, where, when, and why these
wars are going on in so many corners of the world.
At least as important is that the volumes from
the @War series are large enough to be properly
illustrated. Each book contains 100-120 photographs,
about a dozen maps, and some sophisticated colour
profiles providing details of heavy equipment,
national insignia and other markings deployed and
applied during the conflict in question.
As such, volumes from Helion’s @War series offer
a unique, single point of reference for a wide public,
ranging from military professionals and historians,
to all kinds of enthusiasts, including modellers and
war-gamers.

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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This Northrop F-5E of the Ethiopian Air Force, serial
number 430, was the top scorer of the Ogaden War,
covered in Volume 18 of the Africa@War series. (EtAF
via S. N.)

A jeep mounting a recoilless rifle and two Ferret scout cars leading
a column of Czechoslovak-built OT-64 APCs of the Ugandan Army,
covered in Volume 23 of the Africa@War series. (US DoD)

A column of Chinese-made Type-62 light tanks of the Tanzanian
Defence Force, as deployed during the Kagera War, covered in
Volume 23 of the Africa@War series. (Albert Grandolini Collection)

A Tupolev Tu-22 bomber of the Libyan Arab Air Force
(background), escorted by a McDonnell-Douglas F-4 Phantom II
interceptor of the US Navy (from Volume 19 of the Africa@War
series: ‘Libyan Air Wars, Part 1’). (US Navy photo)

Crew of a T-72 main battle tank assigned to the 10th Armoured
Brigade of the Iraqi Army, early during the Iran-Iraq War, fought
1980-1988, and reconstructed in the mini-series with the same title,
published in the Middle East@War series. (Albert Grandolini)
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Three Douglas AD-4Ns of the French Air Force, photographed at
what used to be Fort Lamy – N’Djamena – in Chad, in 1970 (from
Volume 19 of the Africa@War series). (Albert Grandolini Collection)

Soldiers of the regular Syrian Arab Army that defected and joined
the insurgency of the Free Syrian Army, together with their BMP-1,
amid heavy fighting in the Khalidya district of Homs, in late 2011
– as described in Volume 1 of the Middle East@War series. (Syrian
News Network)

T-55 tanks of the Iraqi Army moving out of their bivouac,
somewhere in the Khuzestan province of south-western Iran,
during the Iran-Iraq War, fought 1980-1988. (Albert Grandolini
Collection)

One of many T-62 tanks of the Syrian Arab Army, knocked out by
insurgents during repeated attacks on ar-Rastan, town north of
Homs, in June and July 2012 – all of which were beaten back with
extensive losses of the Syrian regime. (via M. Z.)

Ground crew of the People’s Democratic Republic of Yemen Air
Force (former South Yemen), and their Soviet colleagues, with one
of Su-22M-4s, as described in Volume 11 of the Middle East@War
series. (Pit Weinert Collection)

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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A pair of F-16Es from the United Emirates Air
Force rolling for take off to another combat
sortie during the ongoing war in Yemen,
as described in the coming ‘Hot Skies over
Yemen, Volume 2’, of the Middle East@War
series. (Fahd Rihan, via Mohammed Kalid)

An AML-90 armoured scout car, and an SA.342
Gazelle attack helicopter of the French Army, as
deployed in Chad during Operation Manta, in
1983 – and described in ‘Libyan Air Wars, Part 2’,
from the Africa@War series. (Albert Grandolini
Collection)

A pair of Hawk Mk.60s of the Air Force of
Zimbabwe, as deployed with great effectiveness
during the II Congo War, fought in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo, in period 1998-2003. (Photo
BAe)

The performance of Hawk Mk 60s can be regarded
as the symbol of the much unrecognized and
often belittled Zimbabwean military success in the
DR Congo. Although the Air Force of Zimbabwe
never deployed more than four of these light
strikers during the II Congo War, their presence
and effectiveness in combat proved crucial to the
outcome of every major battle. (Photo BAe)
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Helion’s @War series: complete listing
Africa@War
1. Operation Dingo (ISBN 9781907677366)
2. France in Centrafrique (ISBN 9781907677373)
3. Selous Scouts (ISBN 9781907677380)
4. Battle for Cassinga (ISBN 9781907677397)
5. Zambezi Valley Insurgency (ISBN 9781907677625)
6. Congo Unravelled (ISBN 9781907677632)
7. Mau Mau (ISBN 9781908916228)
8. SAAF’s Border War (ISBN 9781908916235)
9. Somalia (ISBN 9781909384613)
10. [not released]
11. The Flechas (ISBN 9781909384637)
12. [not released]
13. Great Lakes Holocaust (ISBN 9781909384651)
14. Great Lakes Conflagration (ISBN 9781909384668)
15. [not released]
16. Biafra (ISBN 9781909982369)
17. Bush War Rhodesia (ISBN 9781909982383)
18. Wings over Ogaden (ISBN 9781909982383)
19. Libyan Air Wars Volume 1 (ISBN 9781909982390)
20. Rhodesian Fire Force (ISBN 9781910294055)
21. Libyan Air Wars Volume 2 (ISBN 9781910294536)
22. Libyan Air Wars Volume 3 (ISBN 9781910294543)
23. Wars and Insurgencies of Uganda 1971-1994 (ISBN
9781910294550)
24. The Rwandan Patriotic Front 1990-94 (ISBN 9781910294567)
25. The Fuzileiros (ISBN 9781910777640)
26. Cuito Cuanavale (ISBN 9781909384620)
27. Portuguese Commandos (ISBN 9781911096320)
28. The Paras (ISBN 9781911512486)
29. Ethiopian Eritrean Wars Volume 1 (ISBN 9781912390298)

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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Asia@War
1. Counterinsurgency in Paradise (ISBN 9781910294062)
2. The Easter Offensive 1972 Volume 1 (ISBN 9781910294079)
3. The Easter Offensive 1972 Volume 2 (ISBN 9781910294086)
4. [not released]
5. Target Saigon 1973-75 Volume 1 (ISBN 9781911512349)
6. Paradise Afire Volume 1 (Sri Lanka) (ISBN 9781912390342)

Latin America@War
1. PBSuccess (ISBN 9781910777893)
2. Playa Giron (ISBN 9781911096023)
3. The 100 Hour War (ISBN 9781911096504)
4. Brazilians at War (ISBN 9781911512585)
5. The Chaco Air War 1932-35 (ISBN 9781911512967)
6. Chile 1973 (ISBN 9781912174959)

Middle East@War
1. Syrian Conflagration (ISBN 9781910294109)
2. Israeli Air Force Operations in the 1948 War (ISBN
9781910294116)
3. Israeli Air Force Operations in the 1956 Suez War (ISBN
9781910294123)
4. Iranians Tigers at War (ISBN 9781910294130)
5. Iran-Iraq War Volume 1 (ISBN 9781911096566)
6. Iran-Iraq War Volume 2 (ISBN 9781911096573)
7. Hawker Hunters at War (ISBN 9781911096252)
8. Wings over Sinai (ISBN 9781911096610)
9. Iran-Iraq War Volume 3 (ISBN 9781911512448)
10. Iran-Iraq War Volume 4 (ISBN 9781911512455)
11. Hot Skies over Yemen Volume 1 (ISBN 9781912174232)
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Com
ing
soon
!

New
Helion premises
A sneak peek at our what we have been busy with over the
Winter!
In Spring 2018 Helion will open our new retail premises in
Warwick. Conveniently located just five minutes from the M40
and two minutes from the A46, our showroom will feature:
%% Our complete range of titles, including all the latest
releases.
%% Bargain and secondhand books only available at our
premises.
%% Full range of products we also carry, including wargames
figures by Bicorne, Boot Hill Miniatures, Company D
Miniatures, Warfare Miniatures, and more …
%% Weekend gaming days – details TBC!
%% We will be running special offers from time to time, too.
Please check our website and social media for regular updates.

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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Helion’s From Reason to Revolution series
Conference 2018
The first From Reason to Revolution series conference
will take place on 29 April, at the York Army Museum.
Followers of Helion’s Century of the Soldier series
will be familiar with its annual conference, and the
intention of this event is to provide a similar forum for
research and discussion of topics relating to the era
1721-1815.
The theme for this year’s event is Command
and Leadership, within which we have eight papers
spread across three panels, looking at leadership both
at a regimental level and in terms of high command
and generalship. Speakers include published series
authors Arran Johnston, Will Raffle, and Yves Martin, as
well as others whose papers are offshoots from worksin-progress which will be added to the series portfolio

10

in due course. We will also be taking the opportunity
on the day to launch book number seventeen in the
series, John Harding-Edgar’s biography of General Sir
George Murray, and the full range of series titles will
also be available to purchase on the day.
Tickets cost £30, which includes lunch and
refreshments, and can be ordered from the Helion
website where a full list of speakers is also available:
http://www.helion.co.uk/events/from-reason-torevolution-conference-2018.html
We are grateful to York Army Museum for hosting
the event, and to the Society for Army Historical
Research for generously providing sponsorship.

www.helion.co.uk |
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From Reason
to Revolution
CONFERENCE

2018

SUNDAY 29 APRIL 9.30AM TO 5PM
YORK ARMY MUSEUM, 3A TOWER ST, YORK YO1 9SB

Helion and Company are proud to announce the
2018 From Reason to Revolution conference,
generously supported by the Society for Army
Historical Research. The theme of this inaugural
conference is Command and Leadership, and
we have a wide range of speakers covering topics
covering evens and personalities from the 1740s
through to the Napoleonic Wars.

It is intended that the day will offer a stimulating and
informative environment, facilitating research and
promoting interest in this often-overlooked era. Many of
the speakers are published authors of works in the From
Reason to Revolution series, or are working towards
some of our future titles.
Drinks will be available through the day, a buffet
lunch will be provided, and we will be launching new
publications on the day with special introductory offers.

PAPERS
WILL RAFFLE – Everyone’s an Expert: Specialist Knowledge
and Leadership in the French Army in North America 1755-1760
TOBIAS ROEDER – ‘He did his part as a brave officer’: Notions
of Professional Officering and Leadership in the Habsburg Army
1740-1790
DR MARK THOMPSON – Portuguese Engineer Officers in
the Peninsular War
ARRAN JOHNSTON – Jacobite High Command in the ‘45
DR JONATHAN OATES – The Duke of Cumberland and the
'45: From Defeat to Victory
CAROLE DIVALL – Generalship in the Flanders Campaign
of 1793-1795
DR JACQUELINE REITER – ‘So incompetent a brigadier’
(… or not?): Lord Chatham at the Helder, 1799
YVES MARTIN – The Leadership of the Army of the Orient,
1798-1801

Tickets £30
per person

including buffet lunch and
drinks throughout the day

To order tickets please go to the Reason to Revolution series page at www.helion.co.uk
or order direct from the series editor Andrew Bamford via email andrewbamford18@gmail.com
or phone 0121 705 3393. Details of the venue are available at www.yorkarmymuseum.co.uk.

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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Helion’s Warfare in the Victorian Age
Conference 2018
The Warfare in the Victorian Age series is a new venture
by Helion & Co Ltd. The publications in this series will
look at all aspects of warfare and military thinking
during this era. The first book of the series was
published in late 2017. A further fourteen books are at
present in various stages of preparation.
In order to promote the series 2018 will see the
first Warfare in the Victorian Age conference. This
one day conference will take place at the Y Theatre
in Leicester on Saturday the 15th September 2018.
The theatre is conveniently located directly opposite
Leicester Railway Station, which is an hour and ten
minutes from London St Pancras, and fifty minutes
from Birmingham New Street. The theatre is only
fifteen minutes by car from J21 of the M1 and J3 of
the M69.
The morning session will feature two panels of
three papers each, which will run concurrently. This
will feature the presentation of new research by a
variety of people. The presentation and publication of
new research is an important part of the new series.
The afternoon session will feature four leading
military historians who specialise in the study of the
Victorian Era.

Professor John Laband. Undoubtedly one of the
leading authorities on the Zulu War. He is a prolific
writer, and is the author of the first book in the Helion
Warfare in the Victorian Age Series.
Professor Stephen Badsey. Professor Badsey is
another prolific writer and lecturer. He is currently
Professor of Conflict Studies at the University of
Wolverhampton, and has helped to set up and run
the Wolverhampton Military Studies Series for Helion.
Professor Ian Beckett. He needs no introduction to
those who study the history of the British Army of
the Victorian period. Professor Beckett has lectured at
many leading British universities, at the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst, and was for a time visiting
Professor at the US Naval War College.
The cost of the day is £25, including a buffet lunch
and drinks. The day will provide an opportunity for
those interested in the military history of this period
to come together to listen to new research and some
of the leading authorities on this era.

Colonel Mike Snook. He has fast gained a reputation
as a leading figure in the study of the British Army of
the Victorian Era.

12
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CENTURY
SOLDIER

OF
THE

-conference 2018-

‘Britain turned
Germany’
THE THIRTY YEARS
WAR AND ITS IMPACT
ON THE BRITISH ISLES
1638-1660
Helion and Company are proud to announce the fourth
Century of the Soldier conference. This year’s conference
is being held jointly with the Royal Armouries and is being
generously supported by the Pike and Shot Society.

SATURDAY
22ND SEPTEMBER 2018
9.30AM-5.30PM

THE ROYAL ARMOURIES (BURY THEATRE),
ARMOURIES DR, LEEDS LS10 1LT
supported by the

PIKE AND
SHOT
SOCIETY

www.helion.co.uk 0121 705 3393 info@helion.co.uk
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helionbooks

www.helion.co.uk
| 0121 705 3393
blog.helion.co.uk
HelionBooks

THE 2018 ‘CENTURY OF THE
SOLDIER 1618-1721’ CONFERENCE
‘Britain turned Germany’, the Thirty Years War and
its impact on the British Isles, 1638-1660

SATURDAY 22ND SEPTEMBER 2018 9.30AM-5.30PM

THE ROYAL ARMOURIES (BURY THEATRE), ARMOURIES DR, LEEDS LS10 1LT
We are delighted to be joined by Professor
Steve Murdoch of the University of Saint
Andrews as our keynote speaker opening
the conference. Once again, we have a
wide range of papers covering a variety
of topics. It is intended that the day
will offer a stimulating and informative
environment, facilitating research and
promoting interest in this most important
and fascinating period. The theme of
this year’s conference is ‘Britain turned
Germany’, the Thirty Years War and its
impact on the British Isles. 1638-1660
We shall also be launching new titles on
the day with special offers.
Drinks will be available through the day
and a buffet lunch will be provided.

Papers confirmed so far (more TBC):

Prof. Steve Murdoch- Keynote
speaker - Britain and the Thirty Years'
War: The evolution of a field of study
Arran Johnston - Leslie and the
Scottish Officers in Swedish service
Simon Marsh - A Case of Drakes
– James Wemyss and light artillery
development during the Civil War
Andy Robertshaw - How English was
the English Civil War?
David Flintham - European influences
on siege works in the Civil Wars
Keith Dowen - 17th century British
and European drill manuals
Stephen Ede Borrett - The influence
of the Military Flags of the Thirty Years
War on English Vexillology 1640-1651

TICKETS: £30 PER PERSON

Tickets include lunch, and drinks during the day.
supported by the

PIKE AND
SHOT
SOCIETY

To order your tickets please go to
www.helion.co.uk/centuryofthesoldier,
email charlesjsingleton@yahoo.co.uk,
or telephone 0121 705 3393.

www.helion.co.uk 0121 705 3393 info@helion.co.uk
If you can’t find what you’re looking
for, please contact blog.helion.co.uk
us directly and we will do our
best to help you. 
helionbooks
HelionBooks
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Ian Dicker, a TV camera man who covers most of the big sporting events you are likely to watch, talks about his
other passion – the research and tailoring of clothing from the mid-17th century.
In 2010 after a taking a ten-year break from reenacting I returned to the Sealed Knot and following
some prompting from my company commander
embarked on a research project to examine the
clothes we were wearing. The task was to discover if
what we thought we knew about the clothes from
the period was actually correct. For me, the only way
to go (as a budding clothing historian) was to cut
through the baggage of “they must have worn” and
“I reckon they did” re-enactor’s opinions and look at
primary sources. This is easier now than it was then.
Social media makes it ten times quicker to share and
discuss the evidence with peers, portraits are easily
searchable on the internet and museums housing the
pieces often post high resolution, zoom-able images
of their collections.
The real problem though was that the remainder
of original clothes, datable pictures and documentary
evidence from this period was (and is) surprisingly
small, but in the beginning I set about looking at as
many original things as possible and trying to keep an
open mind.
To begin with I started an email discussion group
of people who I knew would share my enthusiasm,
impart their knowledge and join in the discussions
of what I had found and what was available online.
From the imparted wisdom I set a framework for the
project that gave me a structure and pointed towards
further research. The edited results of the discussions
were posted on a weblog called Ready to Wear 1640s
Style and this formed the beginnings of what would
become The 1642 Tailor.
Using the framework I began to undertake
research trips to various museums where original
clothes are available for examination. Notably I visited
the V&A in London, Colchester Castle Museum and
the Museum of London. It was becoming even more
obvious that I had much to learn. Whilst the clothes
I was used to wearing as a 17th century re-enactor
were pretty close in cut and style to the originals,
16

A compleat soldier suit

there was a lot more to the clothes than I had
anticipated. They were much more like real clothes
and a lot less like fancy dress than I was used to. For
instance, the doublets I saw had a weight and heft
to them almost unknown in re-enacting circles. This
made me think that there must be more to their
construction that I thought. One particular example
in the Museum of London was so degraded that I
could see the inner workings, interlinings and collar
stiffening for example were easily visible. It is now, by
the by, unavailable for viewing to the general visitor.
I also looked at a coat that at the time was in the
Colchester Castle Museum stores. It had come to light
in the 1940s, having been stuffed up a chimney for
300 years. Some of the stitching was very rudimentary
and it was obvious to me that the edges of the coat
www.helion.co.uk |
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were left un-hemmed (a period technique of which I
was completely unaware, but which makes complete
sense if you are using felted broadcloth). The buttons
I saw were unlike any I’d examined before; beads
wrapped with linen thread in an intricate knot pattern.
Something I had to have, but not something I had any
experience of making.
I was also collecting a series of images from
sources on the internet; trying as far as possible to
only include pictures from the years 1635-1655 and
solely from the British Isles. I shared this on another
blog, the 1640s Picturebook which started in 2011.
It is still available online and provides a searchable
database of over 400 paintings, etchings and
woodcuts. As I amassed the pictures I began to form
a general picture of the styles worn throughout the
period – particularly the coats and breeches of the
soldiers from the wars. By really looking closely at
these pictures you bring up details in construction
and style that lead to more accurate replicas, and
taking such a large sample gives you an idea of the
1640s look from the poor in the street to the highest
in the land
In 2012 I felt confident enough to write a guide
to what to wear in the period for re-enactors. It’s not
easy to change entrenched opinions but I thought it
was worth a try, and it took a while to strike the right
tone. Eventually, I felt I had a document that was clear
and concise and worth publishing – first in the Sealed
Knot’s in-house magazine Orders of the Day, and later
on my new blog The 1642 Tailor.
It was the goodwill generated through the
reaction to my guide and the number of hits we
were getting on the blogs that led me to think about
starting a small cooperative business. Three of us
in the first instance were ready to start making the
clothes to order to my specifications and The 1642
Tailor was born.
Almost immediately we had some interesting
projects. Aston’s Dragons (a forward-thinking group
based in Cheshire) had access to original documents
on which to base their reconstruction. We were
asked to make ‘jump’ coats for the regiment. From
the documents (that listed the materials used right
down to the price of the thread), we came up with a
pattern for a short, buttoned coat in blue broadcloth
to be worn as a ‘uniform’ coat over a civilian doublet
and beeches (a layered style which I now knew was
common in the 1640s).
From the coat in Colchester Museum, the
many woodcuts of soldiers in the picturebook and
documentary evidence of issues during the war, I
designed a soldier’s coat. This was lined with linen
(most re-enactors still won’t buy a coat unlined) but

A compleat ensemble

A grey mid-17th century soldier’s coat

A coat made by Ian for the MBN editor

still used the raw edge construction I had seen on the
original – mimicking the visible sewing and simple
buttonholes used by its maker 300 years ago. This
is a popular design. We have made many now with
optional variations in decoration – but all basically the
same shape and construction.
The soldier’s monteros have been designed with
care. As there are no originals left to copy, images
were all I had to work on and the final pattern took
several years of trial and error. I firmly believe this
process is also historically accurate. When you think
about the Oxford tailors being commissioned in 1643
to make several hundred versions of a new headwear
fashion from the wars in the Low Countries you can
picture quite a lot of head scratching. The montero
cap I came up with is comfortable, reliably sized and
follows the design of the original pictures like no
other maker’s.
We like to base the clothes on the latest research
and nothing excites us more that copying something

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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from an original portrait that changes entrenched
views. The long coat for instance appears in paintings
and engravings from the period, but popular opinion
leads us to believe they started in the late 17th
century, the earlier style being what re-enactors call a
‘dutch coat’ with large turn-back cuffs on the sleeve.
Using pictures and also a pattern I drew from a long
coat in the V&A we have made tailored long coats
from broadcloth with flared panes that have a swish
and style of their own.
Since I started the project, new books have
been published using the latest research, x-raying
clothes, looking at them microscopically and applying
tailoring rather than costuming techniques to analyze
the construction. They have revolutionized the
way we look at 17th century clothes and doublets

particularly. A properly tailored doublet has that
heft I mentioned earlier. It is made from the inside
out, stiffened, interlined and pad stitched over the
shoulders to mould it to the wearer. An internal
waistband carries metal hooks so you can attach it
to your breeches. Additionally there are many varied
styles to choose from. You can have a fashionable
six tab 1640s doublet based on original examples,
a more staid 1630s version with a pointed waistline
(and hand-braided loops to hold your sword belt, or a
common man’s style with several mini tabs that lasted
from the early part of the century right up until the
restoration.
It’s not fancy dress. It’s as close as you can get to
17th century clothing in the 21st … The 1642 Tailors.

The colours of Colonel Nicholas Devereux’s regiment

A mid-17th century collar or falling band

A silk doublet circa 1630
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Paperboys over the hills and far away
There’s this thing which I call ‘Illustrator’s Amnesia’.
You work intensely on something for many weeks,
then you post it. That creates such a powerful event
horizon that all the memories of all the hard work
dissolve and you are ready to get going on the next
project. I feel a bit like that as the final two titles in
’Battle for Britain’ are all ready for the printer and I am
up to my ears in the army of Louis XIV.
The new series ‘Paperboys on Campaign’ is a
vehicle for me to get the armies I started years ago
in 3D and never finished, off my chest and onto the
table. The books are almost all artwork and aimed
at wargamers who already know a little about the
period. The periods I’m choosing for the first few
subjects are all popular and well supported with
commercial rules sets. So well supported that Andy
Callan, my rules Guru in the first series can’t see any
point in adding to the pile and is sitting this series out.
I’m going to do a very simple two page set for all the
periods though, mainly to tempt non gamers who like
the paperboys to have a go.
So, which campaigns?
The War of Spanish Succession, perhaps better
known in the UK as ‘Marlburian’, is first. I have this
peculiar idea that you should be able to make
the entire army from the sheets if you are crazy
enough. With a little hand-colouring in places to
add regimental distinctions, the VAST forces which
marched across Northern Europe in the early 1700s
can be yours.

That’s Autumn 18 taken care of, and Spring 19
should see the Brits abroad again in the Peninsular
war, my first adventure in the Napoleonic wars, with
many more, I hope, to follow.
After that I need to get those blooming Zulus
out of my head. The Colonial period is bang in the
Victorian paper soldier heyday, and I am currently
trying to work out if I can get the Zulu War and the
Mahdist uprising in the same book, There’s a slight
overlap in the British forces, which helps, and the
mighty forces of Cetewayo and the Mahdi won’t need
that many pages to give a good account of the types
available to them. Two books, though, would give me
scope for a more detailed treatment with some terrain
items too, and maybe a gunboat. Watch this space!
As I write this, I’m not sure how long the
‘Campaign’ books are going to take to do. If there’s
time, I would like to do the second in the ‘Fleets in
Profile’ series, which will be the Anglo-Dutch wars of
the 17th century. The ships looked great, the fleets
were gigantic, far bigger than later Napoleonic ones,
all in all, a perfect subject for profile models, and one I
would love to do, to stand alongside Florian Richter’s
‘Trafalgar’, out in February ’18. Time will be, as ever, the
decider.
3D artillery now features alongside the flat kind.
‘Catch-up’ artillery for ECW, ARW and ACW is now
available as a free download from the Paperboys
section of the Helion website.
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Warfare Miniatures
Barry Hilton
The League of
Augsburg begat
Warfare Miniatures.
The LoA is not an
entity but rather a
flag of convenience
under which my
wargaming efforts
have been touted
around the world
for the last twentyseven years. Various
gaming friends
have helped
and contributed
but there is no
membership list,
assets or premises although, there is a website: www.
leagueofaugsburg.com.
Through a fairly consistent focus on the period
1660-1720, I have attempted to make this somewhat
ignored but extremely interesting period of history
a little more visible to the gaming community. For
two decades that took the form of demonstration
and participation games. By writing articles centred
only on gaming, a continuous attempt to turn the
academic into the practical has been the main goal.
From penning these occasionally tongue in
cheek pieces I crept into rule writing and publishing
which extended into uniform guides and scenario
books. Running a figure manufacturing company
is a different ball game. You can’t carry it around
under your arm on a laptop. It involves design,
manufacturing, storage and stock management. It
is a time hungry beast which syphons off valuable
creative writing and painting time but so far, I have
enjoyed the ride and response has accelerated the
evangelism.
I reluctantly acquired Warfare Miniatures from an
acquaintance inspired by Beneath the Lily Banners to
set up a company and exploit what he described as a
gap in the market. His vision was to create a range for
the period 1688-1697. When I agreed to take over, it
had 20 codes and 80 different models. None had seen
the commercial light of day and Warfare was heavily
in debt. Six years on there are 145 codes and 700
different models.
The figures we produce are the types I personally
would want to buy if Warfare didn’t make them.
22

Owning Warfare
but not having to
rely on its turnover
to sustain my
kin has spawned
a rather selfindulgent little
play pen. The
nice thing is, lots
of other gamers
seem to share this
passion and thus
from a commercial
perspective,
the company is
solvent and has the
muscle to continue

pumping out miniatures.
2018 sees a departure. Warfare has already
released ECW/TYW cavalry and a large range of
Ottoman Turks is assembling just over the horizon of
June. The range covers European troops in Tangier,
the Sedgemoor Rebellion, the Glorious Revolution,
Jacobite Wars 1688-1691, the Nine Years War, the
Scanian War, the War of Spanish Succession and Great
Northern War.
This is likely to be the year our book count
increases significantly in an attempt to make much
sought-after information on the period less like a
truffle hunt. More gamers are switching on to the
period making it a little more mainstream. Quindia
Studios, Warfare’s creative partner, offer a stunning
range of very distinctive flags to compliment the
range. Gamers looking for colour, spectacle and
character should no longer walk on by. Stop and have
a look at one of wargaming’s best kept secrets, you
won’t be disappointed.
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Book projects
Quintin Barry
A bookseller recently described me as a ‘prolific’author.
In 2018 I shall go some way to confirm his view, when
I shall have two books due for publication.
The first of these will be another work of naval
history. Disputed Victory is a study of the Spanish
American War of 1898 – or, rather, of the issues which
arose between two of America’s leading admirals,
Winfield S Schley and William T Sampson. The
outcome of the war itself was a foregone conclusion;
the Spanish fleet was never going to be a match
for the much more powerful US Navy, which had
been rapidly built up in the closing years of the
19th century after it had been allowed to fall into a
shocking state of disrepair following the American
Civil War.
In 1898, Sampson was appointed as commanderin-chief of the American fleet in the West Indies,
operating largely off Cuba. At the critical point of
the campaign Schley was serving as second-incommand. When the Spanish fleet came out from the
harbour of Santiago de Cuba, Sampson was absent,
visiting the army commander, and it was Schley
who commanded the American fleet as it speedily
destroyed the Spanish squadron.
There followed a bitter controversy between
supporters of the two admirals as to who deserved
the credit, culminating in a 40 day Court of Inquiry
into Schley’s conduct. As a lawyer, I found it absorbing
to study the verbatim transcripts of the hearing,
which brought out in minute detail the issues which
had created a dispute which split the U.S. Navy and
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inflicted considerable damage on its morale.
My second book marks a return to the FrancoPrussian War of 1870-1871. Last Throw of the Dice
describes the campaign in south eastern France. The
Army of the East was conceived by the Government
of National Defence as a means first, of striking at the
German armies’ line of communications and secondly
of relieving Paris. Gen Charles Bourbaki was entrusted
with the command; although one of the senior
generals of the Second Empire, he was appointed
because Gambetta was impressed with his energy
and determination.
He was faced by General August von Werder,
whose XIV Corps had been assigned by Moltke to
carry out a number of demanding tasks, beginning
with the siege and reduction of Strasbourg. With
a barely adequate force, Werder had succeeded
in defeating each of the French forces opposed
to him before facing the Army of the East, which
he defeated at the three-day battle of the Lisaine.
Thereafter Bourbaki’s army was harried to destruction
by the newly created South Army under Edwin
von Manteuffel, causing Bourbaki to attempt
unsuccessfully to end his own life, before his army was
forced into internment in Switzerland.
The campaign was one of the most dramatic of
the Franco-Prussian war, fought most of the time in
appalling weather conditions, and it marked the end
of the last French attempt to reverse the outcome of
the war.
www.helion.co.uk |
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Boot hill Miniatures

www.boothillminiatures.co.uk
28mm scale miniatures for the Alamo
and Texas War of Independence
These miniatures have been designed to recreate the tumultuous, turbulent times during the 1830s when
Texas fought for independence from Mexico at the Alamo and San Jacinto, where Comanche war parties
raided homesteads and peasants fought tyranny in Alta California.
These figures have been extensively researched to accurately portray the look and feel of the times together
with a dash of Hollywoood thrown in for good measure. The range has expanded over the last couple of years
to include Texian personalities like David Crockett, James Bowie and William Travis.
The Mexican army is properly represented and includes soldados in various uniforms and poses, Cazadores,
cavalry, artillerymen and Zapadores. The range is ever expanding and current releases include US army
deserters, Tejanos and personalities such as Houston and Generalissimo Santa Anna.

Boot Hill Miniatures are now available from
Helion’s stand at wargame shows, and
from our retail premises in Warwick

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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Helion events calendar
Here is our current event calendar, more dates will be added over the next months.

11 February
17 February
24–25 February
25 February
3 March
3–4 March
3 March
18 March
14 April
14 April
29 April
2 June
10 June
16 June
17 June
21-22 July
4 August
19 August
1 September
15 September
15 September
29 September

ROBIN
Beachhead
Hamburg Tactica
Cavalier
Hammerhead
East Midlands Napoleonic Days
First World War Study Day
WMMS
Great War Forum Conference
Salute
From Reason to Revolution Conference
Western Front Association President’s Conference 2017
Broadside
Phalanx
Valhalla
Attack
Claymore
Other Partizan
Border Reiver Show
Warfare in the Victorian Age conference
Colours
Century of the Soldier Conference

Nottingham
Bournemouth
Hamburg
Tonbridge
Newark
Bingham, Nottinghamshire
Wolverhampton
Wolverhampton
Birmingham
London
York
Birmingham
Sittingbourne
St.Helens
Farnborough
Devizes
Edinburgh
Nottingham
Gateshead
Leicester
Newbury
Leeds

Scenes from last year’s shows
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Recent and forthcoming Helion titles

A SEEKER AFTER TRUTHS

ATTACK ON THE SOMME

The Life and Times of G.A.
Stoddert Kennedy (‘Woodbine
Willie’) 1883-1929

1st Anzac Corps and the Battle
of Pozières Ridge, 1916

BY FIRE AND BAYONET
Grey’s West Indies
Campaign of 1794

HEL0797 | 9781911512608 | £25.00

28

Freikorps Danmark 1941-43

| HEL0865 | 9781912174645 | £19.95

HEL0807 | 9781911512707 | £59.95

DEFENDING ISLAND BRITAIN IN THE
SECOND WORLD WAR

The Man Behind the STORCH

Documentary Sources

HEL0796 | 9781911512592 | £19.95

GERHARD FIESELER
HEL0811 | 9781911512745 | £25.00
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JAN UARY

HEL0841 | 9781912174041 | £25.00

DANISH VOLUNTEERS OF THE
WAFFEN-SS

JAN UARY

GLUM HEROES
Resilience and Coping in
the British Army on the
Western Front 1914-1919

HEL0868 | 9781912174744 | £19.95

PETER THE GREAT HUMBLED
The Russo-Ottoman War of 1711

HEL0772 | 9781911512318 | £19.95

MIDDLE EAST@WAR:
THE IRAN-IRAQ WAR VOLUME 3
Iraq’s Triumph

HEL0784 | 9781911512448 | £19.95

OLMÜTZ TO TORGAU
Horace St Paul and the Campaigns
of the Austrian Army in the
Seven Years War 1738-60

HEL0809 | 9781911512721 | £37.50

AFRICA@WAR: ETHIOPIAN-ERITREAN
WARS, VOLUME 1

ASIA@WAR: PARADISE AFIRE
VOLUME 1:

Eritream War of Independence,
1961-1988

HEL0926 | 9781912390342 | £16.95

HEL0921 | 9781912390298 | £16.95

The Sri Lankan War, 1971-1987

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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BIAFRA’S WAR 1967-1970

DISPUTED VICTORY

A Tribal Conflict in Nigeria
that Left a Million Dead

Schley, Sampson and the
Spanish-American War of 1898

HEL0842 | 9781912174058 | £29.95

HEL0866 | 9781912174720 | £25.00

HEL0884 | 9781912174911 | £29.95

EAGLES OVER HUSKY

EXPEDITIONARY POLICE ADVISING
AND MILITARIZATION

The Allied Air Forces in the
Sicilian Campaign, 14 May
to 17 August 1943

HEL0887 | 9781912174942 | £25.00
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Building Security in a
Fractured World

HEL0823 | 9781911512868 | £35.00

FROM DOCKS AND SAND
Southport and Bootle’s Battalion,
the 7th King’s Liverpool Regiment
in the First World War

HEL0757 | 9781911512165 | £29.95
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FE B R UARY

BATTALIONS AT WAR
The York & Lancaster Regiment
in the First World War

FE B R UARY

LATIN AMERICA@WAR: CHILE 1973,
THE OTHER 9/11

LATIN AMERICA@WAR:
THE CHACO AIR WAR 1932-35

MIDDLE EAST@WAR:
THE IRAN- IRAQ WAR VOLUME 3

The Downfall of Salvador Allende

The First Modern Air War
in Latin America

HEL0785 | 9781911512455 | £19.95

HEL0929 | 9781912174959 | £16.95

MURAT’S ARMY
The Army of the Kingdom
of Naples 1806-1815

HEL0901 | 9781912390090 | £25.00

HEL0833 | 9781911512967 | £16.95

NARRATIVE OF THE EVENTFUL LIFE
OF THOMAS JACKSON

Iraq’s Triumph

POURING WITH RAIN – TROOPS FED UP

Militiaman and Coldstream
Sergeant, 1803-15

British Second Army and
the Liberation Offensive
in Flanders 1918

HEL0904 | 9781912390120 | £16.95

HEL0719 | 9781911096559 | £35.00

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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THE BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR 1805

THE END OF THE GALLOP

Profile Models of every
Ship in both Fleets

The Battle for Kharkov
February–March 1943

HEL0854 | 9781912174171 | £45.00

HEL0874 | 9781912174812 | £12.95

HEL0834 | 9781911512974 | £25.00

THE HUNDRED THOUSAND SONS
OF ST LOUIS

THE INDIAN ARMY IN THE
FIRST WORLD WAR
HEL0815 | 9781911512783 | £29.95

The French SS Sturmbataillon
during the Battle of Berlin 1945

The French Campaign in Spain
April to October 1823

HEL0846 | 9781912174096 | £25.00
32

THE PRICE OF THE OATH

HEL0836 | 9781911512998 | £19.95
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FE B R UARY

THE BATTLE OF THE DNEPR
The Red Army’s Forcing of the East
Wall, September-December 1943

FE B R UARY

THE VETERAN OR 40 YEARS’
SERVICE IN THE BRITISH ARMY

WAFFEN-SS ARMOUR IN NORMANDY

WARGAME: CASTLE ASSAULT

The Scurrilous Recollections
of Paymaster John Harley
47th Foot - 1798-1838

The Combat History of SS Panzer
Regiment 12 and SS Panzerjäger
Abteilung 12, Normandy 1944,
based on their original war diaries

Sieges and Battles, Edward I
to Bannockburn

HEL0917 | 9781912390250 | £16.95

HEL0873 | 9781912174805 | £25.00

WARGAME: JACOBITE ‘45
HEL0879 | 9781912174867 | £12.95

WORLD WAR II BRITISH FIELD
WEAPONS & EQUIPMENT
HEL0894 | 9781912390021 | £25.00

HEL0878 | 9781912174850 | £12.95

THE LANDING AT THE DAWN
Dissecting a Legend – the Landing
at Anzac, Gallipoli, 25 April 1915

HEL0786 | 9781911512462 | £29.95

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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ASIA@WAR: FURY FROM THE NORTH

COURAGE, SACRIFICE AND BETRAYAL

A History of the 50th
Northumberland Division
1939 to September 1942

The North Korean Air Force in
the Korean War 1950-1953

The Story of the Victoria Rifles
of Canada 60th Battalion
in the First World War

HEL0875 | 9781912174829 | £25.00

HEL0925 | 9781912390335 | £16.95

HEL0920 | 9781912390281 | £29.95

KEEPING THEIR BEACONS ALIGHT

KURSK 1943

LESSONS FROM THE MUD

The Potter Family of Barnsley and
their Service to our Country

The Greatest Battle of the
Second World War

55th (West Lancashire) Division
at the Third Battle of Ypres

HEL0928 | 9781912390366 | £25.00

HEL0895 | 9781912390038 | £25.00

HEL0897 | 9781912390052 | £35.00
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MARCH

50TH AT BAY - THE YEARS OF DEFEAT

MARCH

MUSCOVY’S SOLDIERS

NAPOLEON AT DRESDEN

ODESSA 1941-44

The Emergence of the
Russian Army 1462-1689

The Battles of August 1813

Defense, Occupation,
Resistance and Liberation

HEL0902 | 9781912390106 | £19.95

PANZERS IN THE DEFENCE OF
FESTUNG POSEN 1945
HEL0908 | 9781912390168 | £19.95

HEL0818 | 9781911512813 | £35.00

HEL0906 | 9781912390144 | £25.00

RED WIND OVER THE BALKANS

STEPBROTHERS IN ARMS

The Soviet Offensive South of the
Danube, September-October 1944

Replacements in the British
Expeditionary Force on the
Western Front 1918

HEL0645 | 9781910777800 | £59.95

HEL0828 | 9781911512912 | £25.00

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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THE LAST ARMY

THE RUSSIAN ARMY IN THE
GREAT NORTHERN WAR 1700-21

AFRICA@WAR: SHOWDOWN IN
WESTERN SAHARA

Uniforms, Organization, Materiel,
Training and Combat Experience

Air Warfare over the last
African Colony, 1957-1991

HEL0913 | 9781912390212 | £19.95

HEL0825 | 9781911512882 | £25.00

HEL0927 | 9781912390359 | £16.95

TWO SIDES OF THE SAME BAD PENNY

AIR BATTLES OVER THE BALTIC 1941

ASIA@WAR: TARGET SAIGON VOLUME 2

Gallipoli and the Western
Front, a Comparison

The Air War on 22 June 1941 – the
Battle for Stalin’s Baltic Region

HEL0732 | 9781911096689 | £25.00

HEL0793 | 9781911512561 | £49.95

The Fall of South Vietnam:
the Beginning of the End
January 1974-March 1975
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HEL0829 | 9781911512929 | £16.95
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APR I L

The Battle of Stow on the
Wold and the end of the Civil
War in the Welsh Marches

APR I L

BETWEEN SCYLLA AND CHARYBDIS

DECISIVE VICTORY

FOR ORANGE AND THE STATES

The Army of Elector Frederick
August II of Saxony, 1733-1763.
Volume I: Staff and Cavalry

The Battle of the Sambre:
4 November 1918

The Army of the Dutch Republic,
1713-1772. Part I: Infantry

HEL0883 | 9781912174904 | £29.95

HEL0756 | 9781911512158 | £19.95

LATIN AMERICA@WAR: AIR WAR
OVER THE PUTUMAYO

“MEN WHO ARE DETERMINED
TO BE FREE”

MIDDLE EAST@WAR: MiG-23 FLOGGER
IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Colombian and Peruvian
Air Operations during the
1932-1933 Conflict

The American Assault on
Stony Point, 15 July 1779

Mikoyan I Gurevich MiG-23 in
Service in Algeria, Egypt, Iraq,
Libya and Syria, 1973 until Today

HEL0882 | 9781912174898 | £19.95

HEL0915 | 9781912390236 | £16.95

HEL0877 | 9781912174843 | £19.95

HEL0924 | 9781912390328 | £16.95

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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SURVIVORS OF A KIND
Memoirs of the Western Front

HEL0932 | 9781912390397 | £25.00

HEL0933 | 9781912390403 | £25.00

THE BATTLE OF THE WHITE MOUNTAIN
AND THE BOHEMIAN REVOLT
1618-1622
HEL0914 | 9781912390229 | £25.00

THE FORGOTTEN BATTLE OF THE
KURSK SALIENT

THE SECRET EXPEDITION: THE ANGLORUSSIAN INVASION OF HOLLAND 1799

A BATTLE TOO FAR

Army Detachment Kempf’s
Auxiliary Offensive

The Ango-Russian Invasion
of Holland 1799

HEL0885 | 9781912174928 |£29.95

HEL0794 | 9781911512578 | £49.95

HEL0912 | 9781912390205 | £29.95
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APR I L–MAY

MILITARY HISTORIAN
My Part in the Birth and
Development of War
Studies 1966-2016

MAY

AFRICA@WAR: ETHIOPIAN-ERITREAN
WARS, VOLUME 2

AN UNAPPRECIATED FIELD OF
ENDEAVOUR

Eritrean War of Independence,
1988-1991 and Badme
War, 1998-2001

Logistics and the British
Expeditionary Force on the
Western Front 1914-1918

HEL0922 | 9781912390304 | £16.95

HEL0909 | 9781912390175 | £35.00

OPENING THE BLACK BOX
The Turkish Military before
and after July 2016

HEL0907 | 9781912390151 | £19.95

AT ALL COSTS

HELL IN THE TRENCHES

LAST THROW OF THE DICE

The British Army on the
Western Front 1916

Austro-Hungarian Stormtroopers
and Italian Arditi in the Great War

Bourbaki and Werder in
Eastern France 1870-71

HEL0881 | 9781912174881 | £29.95

HEL0890 | 9781912174980 | £25.00

HEL0896 | 9781912390045 | £29.95

If you can’t find what you’re looking for, please contact us directly and we will do our best to help you. 
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LATIN AMERICA@WAR:
MEXICANS AT WAR

MOLTKE AND HIS GENERALS PBK

MONTY’S FUNCTIONAL DOCTRINE

Mexican Military Aviation in the
Second World War 1941-1945

A Study in Leadership

HEL0869 | 9781912174768 | £19.95

Combined Arms Doctrine in
British 21st Army Group in
Northwest Europe, 1944-45

SILENT LANDSCAPE AT GALLIPOLI
The Battlefields of the Dardanelles
One Hundred Years on

HEL0810 | 9781911512738 | £29.95

TANK BATTLES IN EAST PRUSSIA
AND POLAND 1944-1945
Vilkavishkis, Gumbinnen/
Nemmersdorf, Elbing,Wormditt/
Frauenburg, Kielce/Lisow

THE COMBAT HISTORY OF 21ST
PANZER DIVISION 1943-45
HEL0851 | 9781912174140 | £45.00

HEL0843 | 9781912174065 | £59.95
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MAY

HEL0870 | 9781912174775 | £19.95

HEL0898 | 9781912390069 | £29.95

MAY–J U N E

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE
WIRE VOLUME 3
With the XIV Reserve Corps: the
Period of Transition
2 July 1916-August 1917

TOMB OF THE PANZERWAFFE
The Defeat of the Sixth SS
Panzer Army in Hungary 1945

THE SWEDISH ARMY OF THE GREAT
NORTHERN WAR, 1700-1721
HEL0910 | 9781912390182 | £25.00
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with easy rules
by Andy Callan

In the Battle for Britain series, well-known historical
illustrator Peter Dennis breathes life back into the 19th
century paper soldier, supplying all the artwork needed to
create the armies which struggled for supremacy through
our island history. Here, the Knights, men-at-arms and
bowmen of England’s King and rival noble families can
clash again using simple rules from veteran Wargamer
Andy Callan.
This source book allows you to copy and make any
number of colourful and durable stands of troops using
traditional skills with glue and scissors. For the game you
will need a tabletop playing surface, a tape measure and a
handful of dice.
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